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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Yingchun Zeng 
The Third Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University, China 

REVIEW RETURNED 10-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thanks for offering me this opportunity to review this manuscript.  
This is an interesting study and addressed an important topic for the 
vulnerable working population in mainland China. The strength of 
this study includes relatively a large sample size.  
1. My big concern is the logic regression analysis for the outcome of 
burnout. Usually, the values of OR more than>1 means risk factors; 
the values of OR less than 1 means protecting factors. But in this 
manuscript, all OR values were interpreted in risk factors. The job 
burnout scale has 3 subscales, two of them (higher scores mean 
higher burnout levels) and one subscale (lower scores mean higher 
burnout levels). In this case, only the total score of job burnout can 
truly represent of high or low burnout. Therefore, the logistic 
regression should include the total job burnout score as a dependent 
variable.  
2. Other minor issues include grammar, format issues throughout 
the whole manuscript: two references should use a comma to 
separate, e.g. page 3, line 56; page 4, line 3; ….some words were 
stickered together, e.g. page 5, line 25-March and…; Line 35, 4500 
rural-to urban migrant  
3. In the 1st paragraph, page 10 line 25…an important 
measure…the word of measure should replace with solution or 
strategy.  
4. Page 11 line 45, any causal association; line 47, there is potential, 
delete ‘a’ 

 

REVIEWER Bo Chen 
School of Public Health  
Fudan University 

REVIEW RETURNED 11-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an interesting study. Migrant workers in China is a population 
with huge number, and usually have poor living and working 
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environment. It is therefore very important to investigate the situation 
of stress and burnout in this population.  
 
Basically, the manuscript is well drafted and is acceptable from the 
point of my view. There are some minor revisions need to be done.  
1. Abstract: participants were not 4464 workers, but 3806 workers.  
2. Introduction: the cited references have confused label, such as 
45, is reference #45 or reference #4 and #5?  
3. Methods:  
Study design: sampling method should be more clear. two downs of 
how many towns, how many factories of a total number of how many 
factories, how many workers of a total number of how many 
workers, were randomly selected?  
Statistical analysis: The authors stated they use stepwise 
regression, but the results in Table 3 is not stepwise, but using enter 
model  
4. Results: Table 4 should state which confounders have been 
controlled. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer #1:  

1. My big concern is the logic regression analysis for the outcome of burnout. Usually, the values of 

OR more than>1 means risk factors; the values of OR less than 1 means protecting factors. But in this 

manuscript, all OR values were interpreted in risk factors. The job burnout scale has 3 subscales, two 

of them (higher scores mean higher burnout levels) and one subscale (lower scores mean higher 

burnout levels). In this case, only the total score of job burnout can truly represent of high or low 

burnout. Therefore, the logistic regression should include the total job burnout score as a dependent 

variable.  

Response: We thank the reviewer for his useful suggestions. We have now revised the language in 

the manuscript (see page 9, lines 17-30) and added the results of the total job burnout score (see 

Methods, page 5, line 31; page 6, line 1-6; Results, page 10, line 11-19 and Table 4). Additionally, we 

have revised the Table 4 because it is the results of the univariate logistic regression in the previous 

version of the manuscript.  

2. Other minor issues include grammar, format issues throughout the whole manuscript: two 

references should use a comma to separate, e.g. page 3, line 56; page 4, line 3; ….some words were 

stickered together, e.g. page 5, line 25-March and…; Line 35, 4500 rural-to urban migrant.  

Response: We have made further improvements to the grammar in this manuscript. We have also 

revised the format issues in the whole manuscript (such as see page 3, line 6, 9, 24).  

3. In the 1st paragraph, page 10 line 25…an important measure…the word of measure should replace 

with solution or strategy.  

Response: We have revised it in the manuscript (see Discussion, page 10, line 24).  

4. Page 11 line 45, any causal association; line 47, there is potential, delete ‘a’  

Response: We have made the appropriate revisions in the manuscript (see page 12, lines 13, 15-16).  

Reviewer #2:  

1. Abstract: participants were not 4464 workers, but 3806 workers.  

Response: We agree with the reviewer’s suggestion. We have now revised the sentence (see 

Abstract, page 1, lines 22).  

2. Introduction: the cited references have confused label, such as 45, is reference #45 or reference #4 

and #5?  

Response: We thank the reviewer’s suggestion. We have revised the cited references in the 

manuscript (such as see page 3, line 6, 9, 24).  

3. Methods:  

Study design: sampling method should be more clear. two downs of how many towns, how many 
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factories of a total number of how many factories, how many workers of a total number of how many 

workers, were randomly selected?  

Response: We thank the reviewer for his useful suggestions. We have now revised the sampling 

method (see Methods, page 4, lines 13-22).  

Statistical analysis: The authors stated they use stepwise regression, but the results in Table 3 is not 

stepwise, but using enter model.  

Response: We agree with the reviewer’s suggestion. We have now revised the sentence (see 

Statistical analysis, page 6, lines 21-23).  

4. Results: Table 4 should state which confounders have been controlled.  

Response: We are not very clear about the reviewer’s comment. We have now added the contents in 

the manuscript (see page 9, lines 13-15). If it is still not clear, we would appreciate some guidance 

from the reviewer on this.  

We are grateful for the thorough and thoughtful comments of the editor and reviewers, which we feel 

have significantly improved the manuscript. We agree that this manuscript will be of interest to the 

readers of BMJ OPEN and we look forward to your response. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Yingchun Zeng 
The Third Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University  
Guangzhou  
China 

REVIEW RETURNED 14-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This revised manuscripts improved its clarity and addressed 
comments well. 

 

REVIEWER Bo Chen 
School of Public Health  
Fudan University  
China 

REVIEW RETURNED 13-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS 1. Page 9, line 25, you mentioned "after controlling the 
confounders", however, it is not clear what confounders have been 
controled in Table 4. The OR of emotional exhaust in relation to job 
strain as an example, did you control only the characteristics from 
Table 1, or control both characteristics and personal strain (also 
personal resources)?  
2. The confounders in Table 2 are also not clear, please clarify.  
3. The clarification of confounders is also be better to be presented 
as the footnotes. Because the readers could go through only the 
Tables, but not the text.  

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer #2:  

1. Page 9, line 25, you mentioned "after controlling the confounders", however, it is not clear what 

confounders have been controled in Table 4. The OR of emotional exhaust in relation to job strain as 

an example, did you control only the characteristics from Table 1, or control both characteristics and 

personal strain (also personal resources)?  

Response: We thank the reviewer for his useful suggestions. We have now added the contents in the 

manuscript (see page 9, lines 14-18).  
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2. The confounders in Table 2 are also not clear, please clarify.  

Response: We are not very clear about the reviewer’s comment. Table 2 lists the correlations among 

the MBI-HSS, OR, PS, and PR variables. We think the reviewer may ask us to revise Table 3, so we 

have now revised the sentence (see page 8, lines 28-29). If it is still not clear, we would appreciate 

some guidance from the reviewer on this.  

3. The clarification of confounders is also be better to be presented as the footnotes. Because the 

readers could go through only the Tables, but not the text.  

Response: We agree with the reviewer’s suggestion. We have presented the confounders in Table 3 

and 4 as the footnotes.  

We are grateful for the thorough and thoughtful comments of the editor and reviewers, which we feel 

have significantly improved the manuscript. We agree that this manuscript will be of interest to the 

readers of BMJ OPEN and we look forward to your response.  

Sincerely yours,  

Hao Luo 
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